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'An unexpected 1
miraCle-a delicate,
and often hilarious, tale."

-Los Angeles Times Book Review
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"Poetic and
affecting....

So riveting that the reader
longsfor more."

-The New Yorl( Times Bool( Review

"A thrilling and...
truly great work."
-San Francisco Chronicle

"Seduces the reader
into its world

Avery wise little story
love and illusion."

-The Philadelphia
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I moved my money to Charles Schwab because:

they DON'T PRESSURE ME.
THEY ADVISE ME.

j like the fact that my Schwab consultant isn't paid on commission.

I like not feeling like I'm being hustled on a regular basis. I used toget

phone calls, and it was my stockbroker, and I was like,

"Oh, what's he going to sell me today .f'"At Schwab,
^Vi ••

pebbie is helping me map gf ^strategy that's flexible,

that fits my changing needs.

Sarah
moved her money
to Charles Schwab

in July 2002.

^fifs ycflfj individual investors have moved more than $30 billion in assets to us.
Come see why there's never been a better time for Charles Schwab.
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1-800-845-3412 Click schwab. Visit 370 locations nationwide
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